Daisy is a junior. Her favorite class is Music. Her favorite extracurricular activity is dancing. Daisy’s favorite food is Brillias Mexican Tacos. In the future, she wants to have a successful job so she can support herself. Ms. Stefani is a WHS teacher who inspires her academic success because she showed her that you can still work hard even during hard times, like COVID. Of the “8 Conditions,” Daisy’s favorite is Curiosity & Creativity because she likes to be creative with art. Mr. C says, “Daisy demonstrated Leadership & Responsibility, Heroes, and most of all, Confidence to Take Action. I was blown away by her willingness to stick around all summer and help with the Compass program, talking with incoming freshmen, and helping with the lunch line. Her demonstration of responsibility to make sure that everything was covered if one was not available to be here was amazing.”